RICHMINT PROGRAMME TO CONVERT RMW
POINTS RMW TOKENS
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1.

This policy is applicable for all RMW Points holders. This include all
Points earned through Referral, Airdrop, Bounty of any other
promotional plan of the Company.

2. All RMW points will lapse after 28 Mar 2022, if not converted to
RMW Tokens.
3. Follow the procedure below to convert RMW Points to Tokens and
get Tokens into your Wallet on www.richmint.com
Step-1: Log in to your account on www.richmint.com
Step-2: Purchase a minimum of $ 50 worth on RMW Tokens. Follow
the steps on How to add funds and Purchase RMW Tokens”
Step-3: Once Company receives your funds (min $50), then RMW
tokens will be allotted to you for the funds you have transferred +
RMW points converted to RMW Tokens (1 Point = 1RMW Token).
Additionally, Company will also allot Bonus RMW Tokens to you
based on the quantum of funds you have transferred as in Step-2
above. Bonus allotment will be as per table below:

Slab of
Purchase
1.
2.
3.

Value paid
(USDT)
$50 – $99
$100 – $199
$200 and Above

Rate of RMW
Token (USDT)
0.08
0.08

Bonus Tokens
eligible
30%

0.08

70%

50%

02

For example:
1. User A has 800 RMW Points in his account, and wishes to buy RMW
tokens worth $50 USDT. This User will get total tokens as follows
into his wallet:
a). Basic Tokens (@ 0.08)

= 625 RMW

b). Bonus Tokens (@30%)

= 187.5 RMW

c). Points converted to Tokens

= 800 RMW

TOTAL RMW TOKENS

= 1,612.5

2. User B has 2,000 RMW Points in his account, and wishes to buy
RMW Tokens worth $150 USDT. This User will get total tokens as
follows into his wallet:
a). Basic Tokens (@ 0.08)

= 1,875

b). Bonus Tokens (@50%)

=

c). Points converted to Tokens

= 2,000 RMW

TOTAL RMW TOKENS

RMW

937.5 RMW

= 4,812.5

These terms are subject to Richmint’s Terms and Conditions,
Richmint’s Privacy Policy and laws of Estonia.
Richmint reserves the right to terminate and disqualify you at any
time if do not comply with any of these terms and/or applicable law.
Richmint reserves the right at any time to modify or discontinue with
or without notice.

